Rotor Wing Flight Instructor (267921)
We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and design the first functional jetpack.
We were aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today,
we are defining the future of on-demand mobility. At Bell, we are proud to be an iconic company with
superb talent, rapidly creating novel and coveted vertical lift experiences.
Bell is seeking Rotor Wing Flight Instructors to support Bell Helicopter customer flight training in
China.
Flight Instructors provide instruction on Bell aircraft regarding aircraft systems, planning
considerations and in-flight operations using classroom, training devices, flight simulators and aircraft
flight training in various Bell models.
Our instructors also provide subject matter expertise during the design of training modules.
Worldwide off site travel is required for providing academic and flight training to our global customer
base.
Position Requirements:
 Current Chinese Commercial Helicopter pilot certificate with CAAC Flight Instructor rating.
 Must have and be able to maintain a FAA Class II medical and Civil Aviation Administration
China (CAAC) equivalent.
 At least 1000 hours Helicopter Flight Time
 At least 200 hours Helicopter Flight Instruction given
 Fluent in Mandarin
 ICAO Level 4 English
 Must demonstrate instructional capabilities and required flight experience, preferably in Bell
model aircraft
 Instructors are required to travel off site worldwide to provide academic and flight training.
Preferred:
 Experience in Bell products
 FAA issued License
 NVG experience
 Fixed wing ratings
 College degree preferred
Don’t miss the chance to join a diverse, inclusive environment where you feel a sense of
belonging. As a member of our global workforce, you will collaborate with dedicated, enthusiastic
teams where unique experiences, backgrounds and ideas combined with a strong passion for our
products take us above and beyond flight.
For consideration please apply online at Rotor Wing Flight Instructor 267921

Have you ever been employed by any Textron business or
operating unit?
This position requires you have a current Chinese
Commercial Helicopter Pilot Certification with a CAAC
Flight Instructor Rating. Do you meet this qualification?

Yes
No

Yes
No

Do you have at least an ICAO Level of English proficiency?

Yes
No

What is your total helicopter pilot flight time?

I do not have pilot
flight time in a
helicopter.
Less than 500
500- 999
1000 - 1500
1501 - 2000
2001 - 2500
More than 2500

What is your total hours of helicopter flight instruction?

I do not have
helicopter flight
instruction time.
Less than 200
201 - 500
501 - 1000
1001 - 1500
1501 - 2000
More than 2000

